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MultiZone® IoT Firmware Concept 
 
 
Building secure IoT firmware is challenging. State-of-the-art security features like secure boot, 
authenticated access to commercial cloud services, and OTA firmware updates require a number of 
complex 3rd party software components. These libraries are difficult to integrate, expose the system to 
increased attack surface, and inevitably lead to the dangerous execution of trusted and untrusted code in 
the same chip - where one single faulty instruction has the potential to compromise the integrity of the 
whole system – i.e. software vulnerabilities and backdoors.  
 
Cortex-M processors are widely used in general purpose microcontrollers and are often embedded in 
System on Chip (SoC) devices that collectively ship in billions of units annually. However, traditional 
(Armv7-M) Cortex-M based MCUs lack the TrustZone hardware required for the safe execution of 
untrusted code. And the upgrade to new (Armv8-M) Cortex-M devices that implement TrustZone is likely 
to result in lengthy and expensive system redesigns - with the granularity of one “secure world” still 
inadequate to provide separation for the multiple untrusted components of a modern secure IoT stack. 
 
To meet the high-grade security requirements imposed by new IoT regulations without forcing a complete 
system redesign, Hex Five has created the MultiZone Secure IoT Firmware, the quick and safe way to add 
high-grade security and separation to any IoT applications. The secure IoT firmware is based on the 
innovative MultiZone Trusted Execution Environment optimized for Renesas Cortex-M MCUs with 
Memory Protection Unit (MPU). This document details all software and hardware components necessary 
to build the complete reference application that securely controls a robotic arm (optional) via a private or 
public MQTT broker. The e² Studio project includes the FSP drivers, the Trusted Execution Environment, 
TCP/IP connectivity, TLS/ECC cryptography, and MQTT client providing real-time monitoring, device 
management, telemetry, and OTA applications deployment and remote firmware updates. The secure IoT 
firmware is built on free and open standards and its open source components are distributed under 
permissive licensing for commercial use – no GPL contamination. 

 
 
Supported Hardware 
 
The MultiZone IoT Firmware is designed to work with any Cortex-M processors with Memory Protection 
Unit (MPU) and a few tens of kilobytes of program memory (~100KB). These includes most Cortex-M0+, 
Cortex‑M3, Cortex‑M4, Cortex‑M7, Cortex-M23, and Cortex-M33 microcontrollers and systems on a chip. 
 
This document covers the porting optimized for the Renesas RA6M3. It is fully integrated with Renesas e² 
Studio IDE and Renesas Flexible Software Package FSP 1.1.0 and certified for the Renesas EK-RA6M3 
evaluation kit (R7FA6M3AH3CFC Cortex-M4 @120MHz). 
 
https://www.renesas.com/us/en/products/software-tools/boards-and-kits/eval-kits/ek-ra6m3.html 

 
  

https://www.renesas.com/us/en/products/software-tools/boards-and-kits/eval-kits/ek-ra6m3.html
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Stack Components 

 
 
The MultiZone IoT Firmware e2 Studio project includes the following software components: Hex Five’s 
Trusted Execution Environment, lwIP TCP/IP stack, mbed TLS crypto library, optional FreeRTOS real-time 
operating system, MQTT support, and two bare metal applications demonstrating protected access to FSP 
hardware drivers. The architecture is modular and can be easily configured to add or remove individual 
component to fit a broad range of applications. 
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MultiZone TEE 
 
MultiZone provides hardware-enforced software-defined separation of multiple functional areas within 
the same chip. MultiZone is completely self-contained, exposes an extremely small attack surface, and it 
is policy-driven, meaning that no coding or security expertise are required. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.1.  MultiZone IoT Firmware architecture. 

 
 
MultiZone main components include: the MultiZone TEE Runtime, a small binary providing separation 
kernel and secure communications; the MultiZone Configurator, a development utility that extends the 
GNU toolchain, and the MultiZone API, a free and open API providing static wrappers for system calls. 
 
The MultiZone IoT Firmware for RA6M3 includes the MultiZone Security TEE 2.0 for Arm providing: 
  

▪ 4 separated Trusted Execution Environments (zones) enforced via Memory Protection Unit (MPU) 
▪ 8 memory-mapped resources per zone to protect programs, data, and access to peripherals   
▪ secure inter-zone messaging with no shared memory structures like buffers, hype, or stack  
▪ protected user-mode interrupt service routines mapped to zones - up to 128. 

 
For more detail about the MultiZone Security TEE see: 
 
https://github.com/hex-five/multizone-sdk-arm/blob/master/manual.pdf 

 
  

https://github.com/hex-five/multizone-sdk-arm/blob/master/manual.pdf
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TCP/IP Library 
 
lwIP is a permissive open source implementation of the TCP/IP protocol stack. lwIP is designed to minimize 
code footprint making it suitable for embedded systems with limited resources. 
 
The MultiZone IoT Firmware includes a modified version of lwIP 2.1.1 optimized for security and 
performance. In particular, Hex Five’s implementation of lwIP is single threaded to avoid overhead and 
security risks typically associated with multi-task operating systems – FreeRTOS is totally optional and not 
required at all. The connectivity stack is configured to provide IP, ICMP, UDP, TCP, ARP, DHCP, DNS, SNTP, 
and MQTT protocol support although many more lwIP services can be enabled if necessary – i.e. IPV6 and 
PPP.  The connectivity stack is fully integrated with the cryptography library to provide advanced SSL 
functionality including mutual authentication and TLS large packet fragmentation.  
 
For more details about lwIP see: https://www.ece.ualberta.ca/~cmpe401/fall2004/labs/docs/lwip.pdf 
 
 

 
TLS Library 
 
Mbed TLS is a permissive open source library that implements cryptographic primitives, X.509 certificate 
manipulation, and the SSL/TLS and DTLS protocols.  
 
The MultiZone IoT Firmware integrates a modified version of mbed TLS 2.23.0. The library is configured 
to provide TLS 1.2 connectivity optimized for embedded devices. The default ciphersuite provides the 
state-of-the-art security required to connect to commercial IoT cloud services like AWS, Azure, and similar: 
Advanced Encryption Standard with 128bit key in Galois/Counter mode (AES 128 GCM) and Secure Hash 
Algorithm 256 (SHA256). Keys are generated based on the 256-bits NIST curve of the Elliptic Curve 
Cryptography (ECC) implementation. The standard configuration supports client authentication, server 
name authentication, certificate expiration verification, TLS large fragments, and high-grade entropy. 
 
For more details about mbed TLS see https://tls.mbed.org/ 
 
 

  

https://www.ece.ualberta.ca/~cmpe401/fall2004/labs/docs/lwip.pdf
https://tls.mbed.org/
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Installation 
 
 
This version of the MultiZone IoT Firmware is certified to work with e² Studio 7.8.0 and FSP 1.1.0. The 
directions in this document are specific to a fresh installation of Windows 10. Linux development 
environments are supported natively on Debian and Ubuntu distributions – and in fact recommended 
over Windows for security reasons. 
 
 

Renesas e² Studio IDE and FSP  
 
Download e² Studio IDE and FSP installer from:  
 
https://github.com/renesas/fsp/releases/download/v1.1.0/setup_fsp_v1_1_0_e2s_v7_8_0.exe 
 
Double-click on e² Studio installer (setup_fsp_v1_1_0_e2s_v7_8_0) to invoke the e² Studio installation 
wizard page. Follow the wizard steps: select install type and installation directory, choose optional 
components (e.g., GCC Arm embedded), and accept the licenses.  
 

 
Figure 3.1.  Renesas RA FSP v1.1.0 with e² Studio 7.8.0 setup wizard 

 
Once the e² Studio is installed, it can be eecuted from the installation directory. By default, the e² Studio 
executable is located at ‘C:\Renesas\RA\e2studio_v7.8.0_fsp_v1.1.0\eclipse’.   
 

https://github.com/renesas/fsp/releases/download/v1.1.0/setup_fsp_v1_1_0_e2s_v7_8_0.exe
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MultiZone IoT Firmware Project 
 
Download the MultiZone IoT Firmware project either from the Hex Five partner webpage on 
renesas.com website or directly from Hex Five’s website: 
 
https://www.renesas.com/eu/en/products/microcontrollers-microprocessors/ra/ra-partners/hex-five-
multizone-iot-firmware.html 
 
https://hex-five.com/download 
 
Note: if you have any troubles finding or downloading the MultiZone zip file feel free to reach out directly 
to info@hex-five.com and we’ll be more than happy to send you the file via email. 
 
Unzip the compressed file to a target directory of your choice  (e.g., ‘C:\multizone\’).  
 

 
Eclipse Mosquitto Client (optional) 
 
To connect to the target hardware, you can use any MQTT client of your choice. A good command line 
option for both Linux and Windows is the open source MQTT Mosquitto client available for free 
download at https://mosquitto.org/download/ 
 
We tested version 1.6.12 for Windows x64: 
 
https://mosquitto.org/files/binary/win64/mosquitto-1.6.12a-install-windows-x64.exe 
 
Double-click on the installer (mosquitto-1.6.12-install-windows-x64) to invoke the Eclipse Mosquitto 
installation wizard page. Follow the setup wizard and select the installation directory.  
 
 

 
Figure 3.2.  Eclipse Mosquitto setup wizard 

 
By default, mosquitto_sub.exe and mosquitto_pub.exe are located at ‘C:\Program Files\mosquitto\’. You 
may want to add this folder to your Windows path to easily run these commands.    

https://www.renesas.com/eu/en/products/microcontrollers-microprocessors/ra/ra-partners/hex-five-multizone-iot-firmware.html
https://www.renesas.com/eu/en/products/microcontrollers-microprocessors/ra/ra-partners/hex-five-multizone-iot-firmware.html
https://hex-five.com/download
mailto:info@hex-five.com
https://mosquitto.org/download/
https://mosquitto.org/files/binary/win64/mosquitto-1.6.12a-install-windows-x64.exe
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MQTT.fx (optional) 
 
A good graphical alternative to the Mosquitto command line client is the Java free application MQTT.fx 
available for download at http://mqttfx.org/index.php/download 

 
We tested version 1.7.1 for Windows x64: 
 
http://www.jensd.de/apps/mqttfx/1.7.1/mqttfx-1.7.1-windows-x64.exe 
 
Double-click on the installer (mqttfx-1.7.1-windows-x64) to run the MQTT.fx installer. Follow the setup 
wizard and select the installation directory.  
 

 
Figure 3.3.  MQTT.fx setup wizard 

 

 
Import the project 
 
Start e² Studio and select a target workspace folder.  
 
Import the MultiZone IoT Firmware project by clicking ‘File->Import’ and selecting ‘Existing Projects into 
Workspace’ in the import wizard.  
 
Alternatively, you can open the project directly from the download directory. 
 

http://mqttfx.org/index.php/download
http://www.jensd.de/apps/mqttfx/1.7.1/mqttfx-1.7.1-windows-x64.exe
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Figure 3.4. e² Studio import wizard – import existing projects into Workspace 

 

 
Figure 3.5.  e² Studio import wizard – select root directory 
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Build the firmware 
 
Double-click on the ‘configuration.xml’ file and select ‘Generate Project Content’.  
 

 
Figure 3.6.  e² Studio RA Configuration view 

 
 
The RA Configuration generator will add all necessary FSP dependencies and configurations.  
 
Right-click on the project and select ‘Build Project’. Alternatively, select ‘Project -> Build Project’ or press 
‘Crtl+B’.  
 
Make sure the build completes without errors. 
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Figure 3.6. e² Studio CDT Build Console output 

 
 

 
Set EK-RA6M3 jumpers 
 
Make sure the jumpers on the board are positioned as follows: 
 

Jumper Configuration Description 
J7 pins 2-3 USB Peripheral mode (not default) 

J17 close USB Peripheral mode (not default) 
J8 pins 1-2 On-board debugger (normal operation) 

J9 open On-board debugger (normal operation) 

J12 pins 1-2 USB Host mode (not default) 
J15 open USB Host mode (not default) 

J16 open MCU boot mode 

J29 all close JTAG 
 
Important: J7, J17, J12, and J15 must be positioned by the user as these are NOT the default settings.  
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Upload the firmware to the target 
 
Connect the board to the development workstation as indicated in the board documentation (J10 
connector): 
 
https://www.renesas.com/us/en/doc/products/mpumcu/doc/ra/001/r20qs0011eu0102-ek-ra6m3-
qsg.pdf 
 
To Flash/Debug the project, right-click and select ‘Debug As -> Debug Configurations’. Select the target 
debug project (multizone_iot_sdk_ek_ra6m3_ep) in the Renesas GDB Hardware Debugging. Click Debug.    
 
 

 
Figure 3.7. e² Studio Debug Configurations 

 
 

  

https://www.renesas.com/us/en/doc/products/mpumcu/doc/ra/001/r20qs0011eu0102-ek-ra6m3-qsg.pdf
https://www.renesas.com/us/en/doc/products/mpumcu/doc/ra/001/r20qs0011eu0102-ek-ra6m3-qsg.pdf
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Run the firmware 
 
Connect the USB port J10 to an external 5V source (recommended) or to a USB port of your PC.  
 
Connect the USB port J6 to your Windows machine. 
 
On your PC, start a serial terminal console - i.e. putty.exe - and connect to the COM port that your 
Windows installation has mapped to this USB device (check with Device Manager, i.e. COM3) at 115200-
8-N-1. 
 
Hit the enter key a few times to synchronize the serial port until the cursor 'Z2 >' appears on the screen. 
 
 

===================================================================== 

                     Hex Five MultiZone® Security 

    Copyright© 2020 Hex Five Security, Inc. - All Rights Reserved 

===================================================================== 

This version of MultiZone® Security is meant for evaluation purposes 

only. As such, use of this software is governed by the Evaluation 

License. There may be other functional limitations as described in 

the evaluation SDK documentation. The commercial version of the 

software does not have these restrictions. 

===================================================================== 

Implementer    : 0x41, Arm. 

Variant        : 0x0, Revision 0. 

PartNo         : 0xC24, Cortex-M4. 

Revision       : 0x1, Patch 1. 

 

Z2 > 

Commands: yield send recv mpu load store exec stats timer restart 

 

Z2 >  

 
Congratulations! You just built a complete state-of-the-art secure IoT device. Next step is to connect the 
board to the cloud, remotely deploy a couple of applications, and have fun with the robot if you have 
one. 
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Operating the MultiZone IoT Reference Application 
 
 
This section explains how to operate the reference application included with the MultiZone IoT Firmware. 
The system architecture consists of four separated hardware threads – an RTOS is optional and not really 
necessary - each running its own binary in its own security domain or “zone”. 
 
Note: zones’ binary are independently fully linked executables completely separated from each other and 
from the MultiZone TEE runtime – no symbolic cross references allowed by design.  
 

 
Figure 4.1.  MultiZone IoT Firmware Reference Application. 

 
Figure 4.1 shows the MultiZone IoT Firmware Reference Application. The MultiZone IoT firmware includes 
all software and hardware components necessary to build a complete IoT application that securely 
controls a robotic arm via a standard MQTT broker in the cloud. The e² Studio project includes FSP drivers, 
the Trusted Execution Environment, TCP/IP connectivity, TLS/ECC cryptography, and MQTT client 
providing telemetry and OTA applications deployment and remote firmware updates. The robotic arm is 
completely optional and a lot of fun to assemble and operate.  
 
Zone 1 connects to a private or commercial IoT cloud via Ethernet, or wirelessly if a Wi-Fi router is 
connected to the Ethernet port. Operating in zone 1 is the fully integrated, single threaded, secure 
network stack providing TCP/IP, TLS, and MQTT.  
 
Zone 2 connects to a local host via USB. Operating in zone 2 is a bare metal ANSI terminal application 
written in C. It presents the user with a command line interface to send and receive MQTT messages, to 
assess the enforcement of the separation policies, and to measure performance overhead. 
 
Zone 3 blinks an LED and interfaces two additional LEDs using local buttons to demonstrate real time 
multi-tasking, protected interrupt handling, and secure messaging. It has two interrupts mapped to button 
S1 and S2 that toggle LED2 and LED3 and send a notification message to both zone 1 (forwarded to the 
broker) and zone2. In addition, zone3 implements a few message responders to verify separation policies, 
non-interference, and preemptive execution. 
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Zone 4 operates the optional USB robot. Robot commands are received from zone 1 (remote broker) or 
zone 2 (local terminal) and the status of the robot reported back via secure messaging and published to 
the broker. Multi-tasking is provided by the bare metal application itself or by an optional RTOS. The 
complete list of commands for the robot is detailed in the section “Robot Operations”. 
 
 

Connect a local terminal 
 
At any time, it is possible to enter an empty line to show the list of test commands available: 
 

Z2 >  

Commands: yield send recv mpu load store exec stats timer restart 

 
▪ "mpu": shows the separation policies for zone 2, which is the zone operating the local terminal. 
▪ "load" and "store": read and write data from/to any arbitrary physical memory location. 
▪ "exec": jumps the execution of the zone to any arbitrary memory location. 
▪ "send" and "recv": exchange messages with any zones. Zone 1 behaves like a gateway to the 

MQTT broker: messages sent to zone 1 are forwarded to the broker and viceversa. 
▪ "yield": yields the CPU execution to the other zones and shows the time taken to regain execution. 
▪ "stats": repeats the yield command ten times and prints detailed kernel statistics. 
▪ "timer": sets the zone timer to current time plus a time delay expressed in milliseconds. 
▪ "restart": jumps the zone execution to its first address restarting the zone. 

 
At any time, it is possible to type the command “restart” to restart the individual zone and refresh the 
splash screen – this will not affect in any way the other zones. At any time, it is also possible to use the UP 
arrow to recall ten previously entered commands. 
 
Note: restarting zone 2 reset the USB port hardware and requires reopening a new terminal session. 
 
For a complete assessment of the MultiZone Security TEE features including memory protection, secure 
messaging, and performance, refer to the MultiZone Security TEE manual available at: 
 
https://github.com/hex-five/multizone-sdk-arm/blob/master/manual.pdf 

 
 

Connect a private or public IoT cloud 
 
Network configuration options are defined in zone 1 file mqtt_config.h (Figure 4.2). Among other, it is 
possible to change client IP address, dhcp configuration, SNTP server used for certificate expiration, MQTT 
client id, and MQTT broker.  
 
By default, the reference application connects to Hex Five’s public MQTT broker mqtt-broker.hex-five.com 
on the standard MQTT TLS port 8883. If you are behind a firewall that blocks outbound traffic to port 
8883, you can configure the device to connect to the broker listener on port 443, which is used by Internet 
browsers and typically open to outgoing traffic. 
 

https://github.com/hex-five/multizone-sdk-arm/blob/master/manual.pdf
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Note: unsecure connections to the broker MQTT port 1883 and unauthenticated TLS client sessions are 
rejected and the attempt logged to the server. 
 
Note: the MQTT client id is generated randomly for each session to prevent multiple simultaneous testers 
from interfering with each other. In a production environment it is entirely up to the designer to define the 
most appropriate MQTT configuration of the service including broker and clients parameters.  
 

 
Figure 4.2.  MultiZone IoT Firmware network configurations: mqtt_config.h 

 
Connect the Ethernet port J5 to an Internet router or to a Windows laptop configured for Wi-Fi Internet 
Connection Sharing – see Figure 4.3. In either case, the default configuration requires active DHCP server 
and DNS configured – this can be changed via the network configuration options file.  
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Figure 4.3.  Network Connections management on Windows 10 

 
Note: Make sure the Windows Internet Connection Sharing (ICS) service startup type is set to “Automatic” 
or you’ll have to manually restart the service upon Windows reboots (Figure 4.4).  

 

 
Figure 4.4.  Internet Connection Sharing service properties 

 
In the local terminal, several log messages are displayed while the connection is established. The client is 
securely connected to the broker once the message “mqtt: connected” is displayed.  
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===================================================================== 

                     Hex Five MultiZone® Security 

    Copyright© 2020 Hex Five Security, Inc. - All Rights Reserved 

===================================================================== 

This version of MultiZone® Security is meant for evaluation purposes 

only. As such, use of this software is governed by the Evaluation 

License. There may be other functional limitations as described in 

the evaluation SDK documentation. The commercial version of the 

software does not have these restrictions. 

===================================================================== 

Implementer    : 0x41, Arm. 

Variant        : 0x0, Revision 0. 

PartNo         : 0xC24, Cortex-M4. 

Revision       : 0x1, Patch 1. 

 

Z1 > netif_link_callback: up 

 

Z1 > netif_status_callback: address 192.168.1.81 

 

Z1 > dns_callback: mqtt-broker.hex-five.com 54.176.2.35 

 

Z1 > sntp_process: 1602062385 Wed Oct  7 09:19:45 2020 

 

Z1 > client_id: mzone-43baf0cb 

 

Z1 > mqtt: connecting ... 

 

Z1 > mqtt: connected 

 

Z2 > 

 
Note: by design, secure communications across zones are non-blocking. If the Ethernet cable is connected 
when the board is powered but the local terminal is not active, the connection messages will not be printed 
on the screen. In this case, the only information displayed is the randomly generated MQTT client ID, which 
is required to access the device remotely.   
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===================================================================== 

                     Hex Five MultiZone® Security 

    Copyright© 2020 Hex Five Security, Inc. - All Rights Reserved 

===================================================================== 

This version of MultiZone® Security is meant for evaluation purposes 

only. As such, use of this software is governed by the Evaluation 

License. There may be other functional limitations as described in 

the evaluation SDK documentation. The commercial version of the 

software does not have these restrictions. 

===================================================================== 

Implementer    : 0x41, Arm. 

Variant        : 0x0, Revision 0. 

PartNo         : 0xC24, Cortex-M4. 

Revision       : 0x1, Patch 1. 

 

Z1 > mzone-43baf0cb 

 

Z2 > 

 
To interact remotely with the device via the MQTT broker, open two Command Prompt windows, and 
run (copy & paste) the following DOS shell commands: 
 
Note: change project path “proj=” and MQTT client id “cli=” according to your installation. Remember that 
the client id is randomly generated for each new session – i.e. upon board reset. 
 

set proj=C:\hexfive\multizone_iot_sdk_ek_ra6m3_ep 

 

set host=mqtt-broker.hex-five.com 

set cafile=%proj%\pki\hexfive-ca.crt 

set cert=%proj%\pki\test.crt 

set key=%proj%\pki\test.key 

set p=-h %host% --cafile %cafile% --cert %cert% --key %key% 

 

set cli=mzone-43baf0cb 

 

cls 

 
 
In the first CMD window, subscribe to all MQTT topics for the device to monitor all MQTT traffic 
 

mosquitto_sub %p% -t %cli%/+ 

 
From the second CMD window, post MQTT “ping” messages under each zone’s topic 
 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone1 -m ping 
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mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone2 -m ping 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone3 -m ping 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m ping 

 
In the first CMD window, observe that zone 1 and zone 2 are active and reply with “pong” messages 
routed back to the broker – no sign of life for zone 3 and 4. 
 
 
 
 

Remote applications provisioning 
 
The MultiZone IoT reference application firmware that we built and uploaded to the board includes two 
fully functional binaries: one for zone 1, providing secure MQTT connectivity, and one for zone 2, providing 
the local terminal application. Zone 3 and zone 4 are dummy application stubs waiting for remote 
applications provisioning and/or remote firmware updates. The MultiZone reference project includes two 
fully functional applications, zone 3.1 and zone 4.1, for remote deployment to zone 3 and zone 4 (Figure 
4.5).  
 
Note: Individual applications deployment can be triggered manually via authenticated MQTT posts or 
automatically by the broker upon device startup via MQTT persistent messages. 
 

 
Figure 4.6.  MultiZone IoT Firmware project tree – zone3.1 and zone4.1 
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From the 2nd CMD window, deploy zone 3 by posting its new binary file to the zone 3 topic  
 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone3 -f %proj%\build\zone3.1\zone3.bin 

 
In the 1st CMD window observe the content of the binary file being transmitted to the device. Upon 
complete file reception, a message is sent from zone 1 to zone 2 to inform the user that zone 3 has been 
deployed. Zone 3 is now alive and LED1 starts blinking.        
 
Resend a ping message to zone 3 and observe the pong reply 
 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone3 -m ping 

 
Now deploy zone 4 by posting its new binary file to the zone 4 topic 
 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -f %proj%\build\zone4.1\zone4.bin 

 
In the 1st CMD window observe the content of the binary file being transmitted to the device. Upon 
complete file reception, a message is sent from zone 1 to zone 2 to inform the user that zone 4 has been 
deployed. If the robot is connected and its power switch se to ON, a message with the robot USB device 
ID (“USB 0x12670000”) is sent to the local terminal and to the remote broker.        
 

Z1 > Zone 4 deployed 

 

Z4 > USB 0x12670000 

 

Resend a ping message to zone 4 and observe the pong reply 
 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m ping 

 
 

Remote control of the robot 
 
The optional battery-operated robot is little more than a toy.  It has no servomotors or feedback 
mechanisms. The real-time control application running in zone 4 has no way to detect the initial position 
of the robot’s five motors. If the initial position is not exactly the one expected, the predefined sequence 
will likely overextend the arm’s motors and potentially result in permanent mechanical damage of the 
gearboxes. If necessary, you may want to use the manual commands listed in Table 4.1 to adjust the robot 
home position as indicated in the Figure 4.7.  
 
All robot commands can be sent to zone 4 from the local terminal or remotely via the MQTT broker by 
posting the very same commands to the topic mapped to zone4. 
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mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m unfold 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m start 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m stop 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m t 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m g 

 

mosquitto_pub %p% -t %cli%/zone4 -m fold 

 
Figure 4.7.  Robotic arm home position (unfolded) 
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Command Robot Operation 

start Start the robotic arm operation sequence (assumes unfolded home position) 

stop Stop the robotic arm operation sequence 

fold Fold the robotic arm (assumes unfolded home position) 

unfold Unfold the robotic arm (assumes folded position) 

q Close the grip of the robotic arm 

a Open the grip of the robotic arm 

w Rotate the robotic arm wrist up 

s Rotate the robotic arm wrist down 

e Rotate the robotic arm elbow up 

d Rotate the robotic arm elbow down 

r Rotate the robotic arm shoulder up 

f Rotate the robotic arm shoulder down 

t Rotate the robotic arm base clockwise 

g Rotate the robotic arm base counterclockwise 

y Turn the robotic arm light on 

 

Table 5.1. Robotic arm manual commands 
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Appendix - MultiZone TEE Configurator 

 
 
The MultiZone toolchain extension multizone.jar, aka “configurator”, merges boot code, zones binaries, 
security policies, and the MultiZone pre-built runtime to produce a signed firmware image for the secure 
boot. The Multizone SDK invokes this utility in the final step of the Make script. If a Make build system is 
not used, the utility can be executed as a standalone command line. 
 
Note: the toolchain extension multizone.jar is provided as a portable signed jar file compatible with any 
development environment capable of running Java 1.8 or higher. 
 
Note: the --boot parameter is optional. It allows to specify an arbitrary binary file (.HEX or .ELF) to be 
executed at system boot before starting the zones threads. This code may be provided as part of the Board 
Support Package or generated dynamically by various IDE tools. It is intended to bring up and configure 
hardware blocks like PLLs, IO, IRQs/IC, watchdog, etc. 
 
IMPORTANT: this optional boot code is executed in privileged mode, with no memory protection 
constraints, and with preemptive scheduler disabled. If present, it should be considered integral part of the 
trusted code base. 
 

Syntax 
 

$ java -jar multizone.jar -? 

Usage: java -jar multizone.jar [OPTION...] file.hex... [-o file.hex] 

Hex Five MultiZone Configurator 

 

 -c, --config file.cfg  Config file.  Default: multizone.cfg 

 -o, --output file.hex  Output file.  Default: multizone.hex 

 -b, --boot   file.hex  Boot file.    Default: none 

 -a, --arch {X300|...}  Architecture. Default: X300 

 -q, --quiet            Don't produce any output 

 -?, --help             Give this help list 

 -V, --version          Print version info 

 

Example: java -jar multizone.jar zone1.hex zone2.hex zone3.hex 

Report bugs to <bug@hex-five.com>. 

 

Listing 6.1. MultiZone toolchain extension syntax 

 

 
 

 


